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Transcriptional interference is the influence, generally suppressive, of one active transcriptional unit on
another unit linked in cis. Its wide occurrence in experimental systems suggests that it may also influence
transcription in many loci, but little is known about its precise nature or underlying mechanisms. Here we
report a study of the interaction of two nearly identical transcription units juxtaposed in various arrangements.
Each reporter gene in the constructs has its own promoter and enhancer and a strong polyadenylation signal.
We used recombinase-mediated cassette exchange (RMCE) to insert the constructs into previously tagged
genomic sites in cultured cells. This strategy also allows the constructs to be assessed in both orientations with
respect to flanking chromatin. In each of the possible arrangements (tandem, divergent, and convergent), the
presence of two genes strongly suppresses expression of both genes compared to that of an identical single gene
at the same integration site. The suppression is most severe with the convergent arrangement and least severe
in total with the divergent arrangement, while the tandem arrangement is most strongly influenced by the
integration site and the genes’ orientation within the site. These results suggest that transcriptional interfer-
ence could underlie some position effects and contribute to the regulation of genes in complex loci.
Within higher eukaryotic genomes, independently regulated
transcription units are often apposed and intermingled. The
means by which transcriptional activity is partitioned to
achieve precise control of an individual gene are poorly un-
derstood, but it is possible that genes are adapted to function
while their expression is influenced by nearby genes. Clues to
the existence of such mechanisms are provided by the numer-
ous examples in which gene regulation is disrupted by changes
in the arrangement of genomic elements; these examples sug-
gest that an active promoter may influence other genes over
large distances.
Naturally occurring chromosomal rearrangements and ex-
perimental manipulations have provided numerous examples
in which the introduction of an active transcription unit into a
locus changes the transcriptional activity of a gene or genes
native to the locus. The earliest examples, described by Mc-
Clintock and others, were numerous maize strains in which
transposable elements altered normal patterns of gene expres-
sion, sometimes suppressing expression, sometimes altering its
level or pattern (17, 25). These effects were frequently depen-
dent not on the simple presence of the transposon, but rather
on its transcriptional activity. Other examples of this general
phenomenon, which is termed transcriptional interference
(TI), have been described in a variety of experimental systems.
Studies in viruses, bacteria, plants, flies, and mammals show
that transcription of a gene can have a strong influence on the
level of transcription of another gene linked in cis (1, 5–7, 9–11,
16, 18, 19, 28–31).
TI may be defined broadly as the perturbation of one tran-
scription unit by another. Although it has often been encoun-
tered experimentally, the mechanisms have been difficult to
characterize. Mechanisms likely include the following: (i) pro-
moter occlusion, in which transcription from one gene through
a regulatory region of another gene disrupts DNA binding
factors; (ii) steric or topological changes induced by transcrip-
tion, such as changes in supercoiling; (iii) competition for cis-
or trans-acting factors, including enhancers or their binding
proteins, or general transcription apparatus; (iv) production of
antisense RNA associated with inhibition of translation (or
RNAi); (iv) epigenetic mechanisms in which aspects of chro-
matin structure, like methylation or histone modifications,
spread from one gene to another; and (vi) direct transcription
of one gene by the promoter of another, changing the pattern
of expression.
It is clear from a variety of studies that TI will occur when
two transcription units overlap (i.e. when they share some
portion of the mature mRNA in common, either sense or
antisense). Most experimental demonstrations of TI in mam-
mals have focused on situations of transcriptional overlap in
which two genes or two promoters for one gene are in tandem
and the upstream gene or promoter is not separated from the
downstream gene or promoter by a polyadenylation site (7, 9,
10, 18, 28, 29, 31). This situation, however, rarely occurs nat-
urally. There are situations in mammals in which TI has been
demonstrated without overlapping transcription, such as the
-globin (15, 16, 20), -globin (11, 22), and granzyme (26) loci.
Each of these loci contains multiple nonoverlapping genes, the
expression of which is influenced by shared regulatory ele-
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ments, and in this situation, expression of one gene influences
the expression of other genes at the locus.
Missing from our understanding of TI is the influence of one
independently regulated transcription unit on another, when
there is no obvious transcription overlap or sharing of cis
regulatory elements. The observation that the expression of a
transgenic selectable marker used to make a gene knockout
can influence nearby genes (reviewed in reference 14) is an
example of TI occurring between independent transcription
units. In another such example, in vivo gene targeting studies
of N-Ras and its upstream tandem partner, UNR, show that
abolition of expression of UNR increases expression of N-Ras
(3) in its endogenous location. These studies suggest that each
of two independent genes could influence expression of the
other. We have developed an experimental system to explore
this possibility further.
Perhaps because of the broad and varying nature of TI, it is
poorly understood. A better understanding of TI might be
gained from a system in which it could be studied in detail. We
have constructed a simple system in which two transcription
units can be juxtaposed in a variety of ways, and their expres-
sion can be assayed simultaneously. Position effects are con-
trolled by use of recombinase-mediated cassette exchange
(RMCE) to place different constructs into the same genomic
site. This method also allows us to assess the effect of the
construct’s orientation with respect to the integration site.
Since the genomic location and orientation at that location are
controlled, the system permits comparison to a single gene in
the same location, which provides novel insights. We find that
regardless of arrangement, TI strongly suppresses expression
of each gene in a linked pair and that the orientation of the
units with respect to each other and to flanking chromatin
significantly affects their transcription.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid constructs. The plasmid constructs were produced by standard tech-
niques. The 740-bp BamHI-NotI fragment, carrying the reporter gene, was iso-
lated from pEGFP-N1 or pEYFP-N1 (Clontech, Palo Alto, Calif.). The BamHI-
NotI fragments were placed between the BglII sites of pL1EGFP1L (12). These
constructs retained the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter, the SV40 large T
antigen polyadenylation signal, as well as the two loxP sites. BamHI was used to
invert the 1,668-bp CMV-yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fragment relative to
the flanking restriction sites. For ease of cloning, fragments from these plasmids
(a 1,735-bp ClaI-SphI fragment or a 1,831-bp EcoRI-SphI fragment) were moved
into pGEM3Zf() (Promega); these plasmids were sequenced. The final two-
gene constructs were assembled by isolating 1,737-bp EcoRI-NaeI fragments
from the sequenced plasmids and inserting them into EcoRI-SmaI-digested
complementary plasmids. This produced two-gene plasmid constructs in which
the transcription units for green fluorescent protein (GFP) and YFP were di-
vergent, convergent, or in tandem. The two-gene plasmids were checked by
restriction analyses and limited sequencing. Deletion constructs were prepared
with partial NcoI digests of the tandem GY construct. The deletion plasmids lack
the basal promoter (including the TATAA box) of either the upstream promoter
or the downstream promoter, but reconstitute the translational start site ATG
(Fig. 1B). These plasmids were also checked by restriction analyses and sequenc-
ing.
Cell culture. Mouse erythroleukemia (MEL) cells and the derivatives RL5 and
RL6 (12) were maintained under subconfluent conditions in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% calf serum, 50 U of penicillin
per ml, 50 g of streptomycin per ml, and 2 mM glutamine at 37°C in 5% CO2.
Transient transfections. A total of 5  10 6 MEL cells were electroporated
with 25 g of plasmid DNA at 260 V, 1.0 mF. The cells were incubated for 48 h
in 5 ml of tissue culture medium, centrifuged at 100  g for 3 min, and washed
with phosphate-buffered saline, and 20,000 cells were analyzed by fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS). Transfection efficiency was controlled by cotrans-
fecting a -galactosidase expression construct and assaying the percentage of
transfected cells by X-Gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl--D-galactopyranoside)
staining.
RMCE. RL5 and RL6 (12) are MEL-derived cell lines carrying an exchange
site consisting of a pair of inverted loxP sites flanking the fusion gene HyTK (23).
Expression of HyTK can be selected for with hygromycin or selected against with
ganciclovir. Prior to electroporation, these cell lines were cultured for at least 2
weeks with 1 mg of hygromycin per ml in the tissue culture medium. A total of
4  106 cells were electroporated with 25 g of construct plasmid DNA, 15 g
of pCMV-CRE, and 150 g of salmon sperm DNA at 260 V, 1.0 mF. Half of the
cells were transferred to 20 ml of culture medium and grown for 2 to 3 days,
diluted 1:10, and placed in selection medium (medium plus 10 M ganciclovir).
Cells were grown for approximately 1 week in selection medium and then
dilution cloned into 96-well plates and grown for 3 days in selection medium.
Surviving clones were expanded and analyzed by FACS and Southern blotting
approximately 3 weeks posttransfection.
FACS. Cells were analyzed on a FACStar flow cytometer (Becton-Dickenson)
as described previously (2). Forward and side scatter measurements were used to
differentiate live and dead cells; dead cells were removed from the analyses.
Compensation was empirically adjusted by using cells transfected with single-
FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representations of the constructs developed
for this study. (A) The arrangement of the two reporter transcription
units is depicted by arrows, which indicate the direction of transcrip-
tion. Each transcription unit contains the CMV promoter or enhancer
driving GFP or YFP and the SV40 large T-antigen polyadenylation
signal (pA). The dark gray arrow is the GFP-containing transcription
unit, and the light arrow is the YFP-containing transcription unit; they
are shown in the four possible orientations: divergent (D), convergent
(C), and tandem (YG and GY). Thin lines represent vector sequences
derived from pGEM. The two dark squares bearing triangles denote
the two inverted 34-bp loxP sites, which are recognized by the CRE
recombinase. (B) Tandem GY construct. The construct has been
drawn to scale with the CMV promoters (stippled arrows), TATA
boxes (TATAA), the starts of transcription (1), translation initiation
sites (ATG) of the fluorescent proteins (gene bodies are dark and light
rectangles, GFP and YFP, respectively), and polyadenylation signals
(pA; striped blocks) indicated. S, SnaB1; N, NcoI; and P, PstI. The
brackets delimit the basal promoter deletions for the two constructs,
GY and GY, and the dotted lines show the regions of hybridization
to the radiolabeled probe used for Southern analyses.
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gene constructs and nontransfected cells. Data on 10,000 cells were collected,
and further analyses were performed with FloJo Software (TreeStar, Inc., San
Carlos, Calif.). The mean fluorescence and standard deviation of green fluores-
cence and yellow fluorescence were calculated from a minimum of three clones
derived from at least two separate transfections. The orientations of the clones
within the site were determined by Southern analyses, and the mean fluores-
cences were determined by a single FACS analysis done on each clone.
Orientation analyses. Genomic DNA was isolated from 1.5 ml of rapidly
growing cultured cells by standard techniques. Twenty micrograms of genomic
DNA was digested with PstI to give the orientation of the two-gene constructs
relative to the flanking sequences in the RL5 and RL6 loci. Single-gene con-
structs were oriented with AccI. The Southern blots were probed with a radio-
labeled 595-bp PCR product made with oligo1 (24mer; AAACGGCCACAAG
TTCAGCGTGTC) and oligo 2 (23mer; CAGGACCATGTGATCGCGCTTC
T). The probe detects both GFP and YFP equivalently because of their nearly
identical sequences. Southern analyses were done on all clonal lines, constructs,
and locations: for RL5 (n  195), 60% were assigned to orientation A and 40%
were assigned to orientation B; and for RL6 (n  74) the assignments were 56
and 44%, respectively. A radiolabeled 1-kb ladder (Life Sciences, Bethesda, Md.)
was used as a size marker.
Transcriptional analyses. RNA was harvested from 10-cm-diameter plates of
rapidly growing clonal cell lines and isolated by using RNAzol B (Tel-Test, Inc.,
Friendswood, Tex.) as directed by the manufacturer. Thirty micrograms of total
RNA was used for Northern analysis; the blot was probed with a radiolabeled
595-bp probe that detects both GFP and YFP equivalently. The blot was stripped
and reprobed with a radiolabeled PstI fragment of murine glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Autoradiography in both cases was per-
formed overnight, and quantitation was performed with a Molecular Dynamics
(Sunnyvale, Calif.) PhosphorImager 445 SI and ImageQuant version 1.2. The
GFP or YFP mRNA signal was normalized to the signal from GAPDH (arbitrary
units) to account for loading variation. RNA MW Markers I (Roche Molecular
Biologicals, Mannheim, Germany) were used to confirm size (data not shown).
Poly(A) RNA was purified from approximately 100 g of total RNA with an
affinity matrix consisting of oligo(dT)25 cellulose beads (New England BioLabs,
Beverly, Mass.). Five hundred nanograms of poly(A) RNA was subject to One-
Step reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) as directed by manufacturer (Roche
Molecular Biologicals, Mannheim, Germany) by utilizing 300 nM oligo1 and
oligo2 (described above under “Orientation analyses”), 400 nM each de-
oxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP), and 1.0 Ci of [32P]dCTP, at 62°C for 30
min for RT (0°C for the no-RT step), and cycling at 94°C for 30 s, 62°C for 30 s,
and 71°C for 1 min (25 repetitions). The RT-PCR product was separated from
unincorporated nucleotides and oligonucleotides by spin column (Edge Biosys-
tems, Gaithersburg, Md.), digested with PstI, visualized on an ethidium bromide-
stained 1.2% agarose gel, and quantitated on a 4.5% polyacrylamide gel with a
Molecular Dynamics PhosphorImager 445 SI and ImageQuant version 1.2. The
YFP fraction was determined as a percentage of cleaved RT-PCR product (459
bp) of the total RT-PCR products (uncleaved 595 bp plus cleaved 459 bp),
adjusting for the reduction in radiolabel in the shorter, cleaved YFP product.
RESULTS
Constructs in which two nearly identical, but distinguish-
able reporters are juxtaposed. The aim of this study was to
establish the basic rules governing TI in a simple system in
which transcription units, and their arrangement with respect
to each other, can be altered conveniently. This system can be
used to generate models that can be tested in more complex
systems. When designing constructs for these TI experiments,
we used the following principles. (i) The two reporter gene
expression cassettes should be as similar as possible, and this
similarity should include the regulatory regions and the poly-
adenylation signals. Differences in their expression will thus
reflect experimental variables rather than differences in the
expression cassettes. (ii) The reporter genes should be distin-
guishable with a convenient single-cell assay, so that variant
subpopulations can be recognized if they exist. (iii) Each tran-
scription unit should contain all elements needed for indepen-
dent regulation, without the need for any interaction with
unknown elements at the integration sites. (iv) The cassettes
should use control elements with well-characterized functions
common to many mammalian genes.
To further these objectives, we used GFP and the spectral
variant YFP, which differ by only 4 amino acids (Fig. 1). The
emission spectra of GFP and YFP can readily be differentiated
by flow cytometry (2). The coding sequences are optimized for
mammalian codon usage, and the two reporters have identical
consensus translational start signals. Transcription is regulated
by the powerful promoter and upstream regulatory elements
from the human CMV immediate-early gene. Polyadenylation
is mediated by the SV40 T-antigen polyadenylation sequences.
As diagrammed in Fig. 1A, the GFP and YFP cassettes were
arranged with their transcription oriented either convergently,
divergently, or tandemly. In the divergent and convergent con-
structs, the two genes are transcribed from opposite strands of
the DNA, whereas the tandem constructs are transcribed from
the same strand of DNA. In the tandem YG construct, the
YFP transcription unit is upstream of the GFP unit; this ar-
rangement is reversed in the tandem GY construct. The cas-
settes are closely spaced, with 40 bp of pGEM multiple cloning
site separating each cassette. We also made tandem constructs
in which either the upstream or the downstream promoter was
disabled (Fig. 1B).
Transient transfections. As a first step, we assessed expres-
sion of the two reporters in transient transfections in MEL
cells (Fig. 2). In this system, because the constructs are not
integrated, expression occurs without the influence of flanking
chromatin structure due to a genomic integration site. Flow
cytometry distinguishes individual cells and scores them for the
intensity of each reporter. Yellow fluorescent intensity is
shown on the y axis, and green is shown on the x axis. Thus, the
fluorescence of transfected cells expressing both reporters at
equal levels will fall on a line with a slope of 1, starting at the
origin.
In the majority of cells, there is no expression of the report-
ers: either the cells have not taken up DNA, or the transfected
plasmid is not transcriptionally active. Of the cells with fluo-
rescence above that of the negative cells, most express the GFP
and YFP reporters at comparable levels, as indicated by the
diagonal distribution of the dots. In comparison with the other
three constructs, the convergent construct produces lower lev-
els of both green and yellow fluorescence. Significantly, the
divergent and the two tandem constructs do not produce dif-
ferent patterns of expression: the distributions of the cells
transfected with these constructs are very similar. When the
mean levels of fluorescence of the cells transfected with the
tandem or divergent constructs were compared to expression
of transiently transfected single-gene constructs, there was no
significant difference. These results show that in transient
transfections, transcriptional interference does affect conver-
gent constructs, but has little or no effect on the other arrange-
ments.
Integration of the constructs into defined genomic sites by
site-specific recombination. Integration into chromatin affects
the transcriptional regulation of transgene constructs in ways
that vary among integration sites. These position effects might
be expected to confound an assessment of interactions be-
tween transcription units. To eliminate this problem, we used
RMCE, a site-specific integration method that exchanges a
preintegrated HyTK cassette with the transgene to be tested.
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RMCE is based on double reciprocal recombination between
loxP sites by CRE recombinase; the variant used here has two
inverted but identical loxP sites and results in insertion of a
single copy of the construct in either orientation with respect to
flanking genomic sequence (13) (Fig. 3). Because the cassette
exchange is based on selection against a preintegrated negative
selectable marker, the test cassette does not have to be ex-
pressed. We inserted each of the constructs at two previously
described integration sites in MEL cells, RL5 and RL6 (12).
RMCE at these sites is very efficient: approximately 90% of the
clones surviving negative selection have a correct exchange of
the HyTK with the introduced construct as determined by
Southern analysis, which also determines the orientation of the
construct (Fig. 3A). Following RMCE, we derived and char-
acterized several clones carrying each construct in each of the
two orientations. By this method, position effects on the con-
structs are controlled; in addition, we can determine whether
orientation with respect to flanking chromatin affects the in-
teraction of the two transcription units.
Interference between transcription units integrated into
chromatin. We analyzed clones by FACS. In the centers of Fig.
4 and 5, the results from typical clones are shown with yellow
fluorescent intensity on the y axis and green fluorescent inten-
sity on the x axis. The logarithmic FACS plots show that each
construct produces a single population of cells with a broad
expression profile. Within a clone, the expression of the two
genes is correlated, so cells with the highest expression levels of
one gene are most likely to have the highest expression levels
of the other gene. When high- or low-expressing cells were
FIG. 2. Transiently transfected MEL cells do not reveal transcrip-
tional interference. Shown are dot plots; green fluorescent intensity is
on the x axis on a 4-decade log scale, and the yellow fluorescent
intensity is on the y axis, also on a 4-decade log scale. Each dot
represents one of 20,000 cells assayed; 95% remain untransfected, a
percentage confirmed by cotransfection with pCMV-gal (data not
shown). Quadrants divide expressing and nonexpressing cells; quad-
rant lines are drawn to be above the level of 99% of cells with no
construct. G, single-gene construct containing a single GFP-containing
transcription unit under the same promoter and polyadenylation signal
as diagrammed in Fig. 1; Y, construct with single YFP-containing
transcription unit; D, two-gene divergent construct; C, two-gene con-
vergent construct; YG, two-gene tandem construct; GY, two-gene
tandem construct.
FIG. 3. RMCE introduces constructs into the genome in two ori-
entations. (A) Sample autoradiogram of Southern analyses used to
determine the orientation of two-gene constructs integrated into the
RL5 genomic location. Shown are the PstI-digested genomic DNAs of
eight tandem YG clones that were probed with a radiolabeled PCR
product recognizing both GFP and YFP equivalently. M denotes the
lane containing a radiolabeled 1-kb ladder. Lanes A show clones as-
signed to orientation A based on the pattern of the fragments (1.1 and
6.1 kb, as indicated on the left). Lanes B show clones assigned to
orientation B (with 2.5- and 4.7-kb fragments). A/B are mixed clones
that appear to have cells with both orientations; only approximately
11% of the clones were found to be either aberrant or mixed, and these
were excluded from further analyses. (B) Diagrammatic representa-
tion of the derivation of the PstI restriction fragments that are diag-
nostic for either orientation A or orientation B with tandem YG
integrated into the RL5 genome (thick line). Other diagram conven-
tions are the same as in Fig. 1.
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sorted from the populations and then expanded, the expanded
population reproduced the pattern of the entire population
from which the cloned cell was sorted (data not shown). Taken
together, these observations suggest that each clonal popula-
tion results from some variation of expression around a mean,
but that expression of the two reporters is always correlated.
The logarithmic scale of the FACS plots visually minimizes the
differences between clones, but since the populations are con-
tinuous, expression information can be conveniently summa-
rized by comparing the mean fluorescence levels.
In order to recognize TI on either gene, we compared the
mean expression of each gene in two-gene constructs to ex-
pression of an identical single gene integrated at that site in the
same orientation. The results are presented as bar graphs in
FIG. 4. Expression levels from integrated divergent and convergent constructs are suppressed. (A) Shown as two panels of bar graphs are the
relative fluorescence for the single-gene (G and Y) and the divergent (D) and convergent (C) two-gene constructs integrated into RL5 in either
orientation A or B. Dark gray bars are average green fluorescence, and light bars are average yellow fluorescence, expressed as a percentage of
the mean fluorescence of single genes in the same orientation. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean fluorescence for three or
more independent clones analyzed for each construct and orientation of that construct. All levels of expression are significantly different (P 	
0.001) from the expression of the single gene. Shown between the two bar graph panels are contour FACS plots of representative clones for each
construct in each orientation. The x axis is green fluorescent intensity on a 4-decade log scale, and the y axis is yellow fluorescent intensity also on
the same log scale. Outliers are shown as small dots. Quadrants divide expressing and nonexpressing cells; quadrant lines are drawn to be above
the level of 99% of cells with no construct. (B) Average of the fluorescence means for the same constructs integrated into RL6, again normalized
to the mean fluorescence of the single genes. All levels of expression are significantly different (P 	 0.01) from the expression of the single gene.
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FIG. 5. Genomic orientation modulates transcriptional interference in integrated tandem constructs. (A) A pair of bar graphs show the relative
fluorescence for the single gene and the tandem two-gene constructs integrated into RL5 in either orientation A or B. Dark gray bars are average
green fluorescence, and light bars are average yellow fluorescence, expressed as a percentage of the mean fluorescence of single genes in the same
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Fig. 4 and 5. It is obvious that, in all cases, expression from
each of two active transcription units is less than expression
from a single unit in the same integration site and orientation.
However, when one of the two transcription units is disabled,
expression often (but not always) approaches that of the single
units (Fig. 5).
This consistent reduction in expression when two genes are
closely linked in the genome could be due to an overall insuf-
ficiency of trans-acting factors or to a measurement problem in
which measurement of one fluorophore reduces measurement
of the other fluorophore. To address these questions, clonal
cell lines carrying a single CMV-YFP at the RL5 locus were
transiently transfected with a plasmid carrying a CMV-GFP
transcription unit. After 48 h, cells were analyzed by FACS.
Roughly 5% of the transfected cells express the transiently
transfected CMV-GFP plasmid. Expression of YFP in these
cells was not different from expression in cells in which the
GFP plasmid was not transfected or was transfected and not
expressed (data not shown). Cells that expressed GFP at any
level did not show any reduction in YFP expression. The same
experiment was done with the integrated GFP and the tran-
siently transfected YFP, with the same result. Thus, the genes
influence each other’s expression only when they are inte-
grated together. That this occurs at the transcriptional level
and is not due to a fluorescence measurement artifact was
confirmed independently by Northern analysis (see below).
When the reporter genes are arranged so that their tran-
scription is convergent, expression of both genes is barely
above the background level of fluorescence (Fig. 4A and B).
Neither the integration site nor the orientation within that site
has a significant influence.
The divergent constructs also showed a clear suppression of
expression from each gene (Fig. 4). Both sites showed a three-
to sixfold reduction in expression of each gene in comparison
with that of a single gene in that site and orientation. Orien-
tation within the site has a weak influence on the ratio of
yellow and green fluorescence. The suppression is not as strong
as that seen with the convergent constructs, but the sum of the
fluorescence levels from both genes taken together is well
below the level of a single gene. Thus, TI can occur under
conditions in which readthrough transcription is not a possi-
bility.
As with the convergent and divergent constructs, the expres-
sion from two genes in tandem is lower than the expression of
a single gene (Fig. 5A and B). However, the integration sites
and orientation strongly influence expression, and in three of
the four configurations, the upstream unit is also significantly
suppressed. The patterns of expression of YG and GY are
mirror images of each other, supporting the view that the units
are essentially identical.
At RL5 (Fig. 5A), the upstream gene almost completely
suppresses the downstream gene in orientation A, but the
upstream gene is itself also suppressed to 	50% of the single
gene. In orientation B, both genes are strongly suppressed, and
the upstream gene is actually lower than the downstream unit.
This suggests a strong suppressive effect by chromatin on one
flank of the integration site (which, however, does not act on a
single gene driven by the CMV promoter). At RL6 (Fig. 5B),
suppression of the upstream gene is not as severe. In orienta-
tion A, expression of the upstream gene is not significantly
different from that of a single gene, but the downstream gene
is strongly suppressed. This was the only situation examined in
which both genes were not strongly suppressed by their prox-
imity. However, in orientation B, the expression of both genes
is strongly suppressed, as at RL5, and both genes are sup-
pressed equally.
Since we observed suppression of the upstream gene in a
tandem pair at RL5, but not at RL6 (compare Fig. 5A and B,
orientation A), we hypothesized that this effect is not inherent
in the arrangement of the genes, but rather involves an inter-
action with the integration site. We therefore tested the im-
portance of transcription of either gene in suppression of its
partner. The CMV promoter was deleted from either the up-
stream (GY) or downstream (GY) gene of the tandem GY
pair (Fig. 1B). These constructs were assayed at RL5 and RL6
in both orientations (Fig. 5). As expected, deletion of the basal
promoter reduced expression of a gene to background levels
regardless of the integration site, orientation, or position rel-
ative to the other reporter. At both sites and in both orienta-
tions, deletion of the upstream promoter fully restored expres-
sion of the downstream gene to levels that are not significantly
different from those with a single gene. Thus, suppression of
the downstream gene by the upstream gene is dependent on
transcription of the upstream gene. Deletion of the down-
stream promoter had no statistically significant effect on ex-
pression of the upstream gene at RL5, in either orientation
(compare GY and GY for each orientation in Fig. 5A). This
demonstrates that suppression of the upstream gene at this site
is not mediated by transcription of the downstream gene and
suggests other influences on gene expression.
However, the apparent independence of upstream suppres-
sion from downstream transcription was not reproduced at
RL6. The strong suppression of the upstream gene in orienta-
tion B was fully relieved by deletion of the promoter of the
downstream gene (Fig. 5B, compare GY and GY). In orien-
tation A, suppression of upstream expression is slight when the
downstream promoter is intact. Expression of the upstream
gene is increased by deletion of the downstream promoter, but
in neither case is expression significantly different from the
expression of a single gene.
mRNA analysis confirms transcriptional basis. The fluores-
cence data show that total fluorescence is reduced in each case
orientation. G and Y are the single genes, YG and GY are the tandem two-gene constructs, GY is the tandem GY construct with the deletion
of the upstream CMV basal promoter, and GY is the tandem GY construct with the downstream CMV basal promoter deleted. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of the mean fluorescence for six or more independent clones analyzed for each construct and orientation of that
construct. All levels of expression are significantly different (P 	 0.001) from the expression of the single gene, except the ones labeled with an
asterisk (P 0.1). Shown between the two bar graph panels are contour FACS plots of representative clones for each construct in each orientation,
as in Fig. 4. (B) Average of the fluorescence means for the same constructs integrated into RL6, normalized to the mean fluorescence of the single
gene. All levels of expression are significantly different (P 	 0.01) from the expression of the single gene, except the ones labeled with # (P  0.2).
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in which there are two genes in a single locus. Since our
assumption is that transcriptional interference is occurring, it is
important to demonstrate that the fluorescence levels we mea-
sure are directly correlated with RNA expressed by the re-
porter genes. To address this question, the steady-state levels
of total GFP plus YFP mRNA from a full series of clones at
RL5 were assayed by Northern blotting. Using a probe that
recognizes both GFP and YFP, the total amount of mRNA was
compared to the total fluorescence from both proteins. As
shown in Fig. 6, total GFP plus YFP RNA is well correlated
with total GFP plus YFP fluorescence.
The fluorescence data also include striking differences be-
tween GFP and YFP fluorescence levels. To demonstrate that
the ratio of GFP/YFP fluorescence correlates with the ratio of
specific mRNA produced by each of these genes, we developed
an RT-PCR-based system to measure the relative amounts of
GFP and YFP. PCR primers that amplify the mRNA from
either gene with equal efficiency were used to amplify the
reverse-transcribed product from both genes from the series of
RL5 clones examined in Fig. 6. After amplification, the relative
amounts of each product were revealed by cutting the ampli-
fied DNA with a restriction enzyme that recognizes the YFP
product, but not the GFP product. The ratio of the cut and
uncut products was quantitated and compared to the ratio of
fluorescence. As shown in Fig. 7, there is a strong correlation
between YFP mRNA and yellow fluorescence.
DISCUSSION
We have devised a simple system in which the interaction of
independently regulated transcription units can be analyzed;
this system is amenable to expansion and will be useful in
modeling the interaction of genes in more complex loci. We
find that two transcription units interfere with each other in
ways that cannot be explained fully by simple models of
readthrough transcription and promoter occlusion. Further-
more, the genomic context exerts an influence that modulates
the transcriptional interference, perhaps because other genes
are located nearby. In eukaryotic genomes, the juxtaposition of
active transcription units is common; thus, the mechanisms
causing interference probably participate in regulation of many
genes.
Although transcriptional interference has been quite widely
described, there is no systematic understanding of the param-
eters or mechanisms involved. The system used for these stud-
ies is the first reported effort to evaluate TI by comparing
expression of each gene in a linked pair of genes to expression
of an otherwise identical single gene at a given genomic site.
The results show that two closely linked RNA polymerase
II-transcribed genes with robust polyadenylation sites suppress
each other’s expression. This was true for each case of conver-
gent or divergent transcription, for the downstream gene in
every tandem arrangement, and for the majority of the up-
stream genes in tandemly arranged constructs. The relative
orientation of the genes influences the extent of suppression,
but in every instance, the total expression from two genes was
less than or roughly equal to the expression from a single gene
in that site.
It is interesting that TI in the integration sites used here did
not result in silencing of either gene, which would manifest as
a distinct population of cells expressing one reporter and not
the other. In some reported cases, TI does appear to result in
transcriptional silencing (17). Our assay detects expression in
single cells and would reveal subpopulations that differ in the
G/Y ratio within a single clone. We did not see distinct sub-
populations in FACS analyses: instead the FACS plots reveal
continuous populations with a correlation of GFP and YFP
expression. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that the
long half-life of GFP and YFP (24 h) masks short-term
effects, we did not detect a series of metastable states in which
a cell preferentially expresses one gene or the other. In every
case, both genes appear to be active at all times. Silencing is an
extremely site-dependent phenomenon (24), and the two sites
FIG. 6. Fluorescence of clones correlates with steady-state levels of
RNA. (A) Northern blot analyses of total RNA isolated from 14
independent RL5 clones hybridized to a radiolabeled probe that rec-
ognizes both GFP and YFP (in the upper and middle panels, showing
long and short exposures, respectively), and to a 1.2-kb fragment of
GAPDH, as a loading control (in the lower panel). Lanes: 1, RNA
isolated from a clone carrying a single GFP in orientation A; 2, GFP
alone in orientation B; 3 and 4, YFP alone in orientations B and A,
respectively; 5 and 6, convergent in orientations A and B, respectively;
7 and 8, divergent in orientations B and A, respectively; 9 and 10,
tandem YG in orientations B and A, respectively; lanes 11, 12, 13, and
14, tandem GY in orientations B, A, B, and B, respectively; 15, RNA
isolated from untransfected RL-5. (B) Total fluorescence (sum of
mean GFP and YFP fluorescences, determined by FACS as in Fig. 4)
of each of the clones shown above as a function of the normalized
content of fluorescent protein transcripts detected in the Northern blot
shown in panel A. The line is the trend line determined by regression
analysis with a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.830.
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used here are ones in which silencing of integrated reporters is
not prominent (12).
The genomic site influences TI: origin of stable position
effect? Our results demonstrate that the genomic site can
strongly influence transcriptional interference. The genomic
sites used here, RL5 and RL6, had previously been thoroughly
examined for an influence of orientation on expression of a
single CMV-GFP reporter gene (12). Orientation did not have
an influence on the level of expression of CMV-GFP at either
of these sites, although other promoters did show such an
orientation effect at both RL5 and RL6 and one orientation at
RL6 was prone to silencing over time with CMV-GFP (12). At
both sites, however, there is a clear effect of orientation when
two genes driven by CMV are transcribed from the same
strand of the asymmetric tandem constructs. These studies
show that transcriptional interference of independent tran-
scription units can be influenced by genomic orientation, even
when an identical single gene in the same site is not sensitive to
genomic orientation.
Position effects on transgenes in mammals are ubiquitous
(24) and imply that genes in their native contexts are strongly
influenced by the characteristics of flanking chromatin. Varie-
gating position effects, which cause stochastic silencing, have
been well characterized and are often the result of proximity to
heterochromatin. “Stable position effect” is a term coined by
Lewis (21) to describe position-dependent changes in the level
of gene expression without silencing. Based on the data pre-
sented here, we hypothesize that the stable position effect
results in part from transcriptional interference by active genes
around the integration site. As this study suggests, the strength
of those effects will be strongly influenced by the precise ori-
entation of the units with respect to each other.
Practical implications. These studies prompt some conclu-
sions concerning the architecture of constructs designed for
expression in mammalian cells, whether for experimental or
gene therapeutic purposes. Our studies suggest that two closely
linked transcription units will always interfere with each other.
If two genes must be expressed, TI could be avoided by using
a single promoter and an internal ribosome entry site, or by
placing the gene on different plasmids and selecting clones in
which the two are integrated in different sites. If the genes are
placed on the same plasmid, a divergent arrangement appears
to be the best option for expressing both.
Mechanisms of transcriptional interference. It has been
found that suppression of downstream expression in tandem
constructs is relieved when a polyadenylation and pause site
separate the genes (18). This suggests that readthrough tran-
scription is one mechanism of TI and that a poly(A) site will
potentially limit that phenomena. However, our studies docu-
ment interference with expression of the downstream gene
even when the upstream gene has a robust polyadenylation
site. Thus, either the poly(A) site used here [SV40 poly(A)] is
not terminating transcription efficiently, or other mechanisms
are involved, or both.
The nature of transcriptional termination in mammalian
systems is poorly defined. Unlike prokaryotes or unicellular
eukaryotes, higher eukaryotes do not have an identified con-
sensus site for transcription termination. Current models pos-
tulate that the polymerase II elongation complex is modified at
the polyadenylation site to a less processive form that eventu-
ally dissociates from the DNA (reviewed in reference 27).
Suppression of the downstream gene in a tandem pair could
therefore be attributed to promoter occlusion due to the dis-
ruption of the architecture of the downstream promoter region
FIG. 7. Fraction of total fluorescence due to YFP correlates with
the fraction of mRNA from YFP. (A) Diagrammatic representation of
the RT-PCR and restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis
used to distinguish GFP and YFP transcripts. The oligomers used
amplify YFP and GFP with equal efficiency. The PCR products for
both GFP and YFP are identical, with the exception of a PstI site
present in products derived from YFP transcripts that is lacking in
GFP. (B) Sample ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel illustrating
RT-PCR products digested with PstI to differentiate GFP (uncut at 595
bp) and YFP (cleaved to give 459- and 136-bp products). Poly(A)
RNAs from 11 independent clones were subjected to RT-PCR fol-
lowed by restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis. Lanes 1
to 4 are derived from the single-gene clones G and Y as in Fig. 6. Lanes
5 to 8 are derived from two-gene convergent and divergent clones as in
Fig. 6. Lane 9 is from a YG orientation B clone. Lanes 10 and 11 are
GY orientations B and A, respectively. Lane 12 is the same as lane 1,
but without the reverse transcriptase step, and lane 13 represents a
mixture of poly(A) RNAs in a GFP/YFP transcript ratio of 4:1. Lane
M contains the 1-kb ladder from Life Sciences. (C) The proportion of
yellow fluorescence is plotted against the proportion of YFP tran-
scripts. The proportion of yellow transcripts expressed as a percentage
of total (GFP plus YFP) transcripts in that clone was determined
radiometrically (in duplicate) on polyacrylamide gels by the RT-PCR
and restriction fragment length polymorphism technique illustrated in
panels A and B. The line is the trend line determined by regression
analysis with a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.991.
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by polymerase II complexes coming from the upstream gene
and proceeding past the polyadenylation site. This read-
through transcription and promoter occlusion mechanism
could also be involved in the convergent constructs, but could
not mediate the suppression seen with divergent constructs or
the suppression of the upstream gene by expression of the
downstream gene in a tandem pair.
Convergent constructs showed the most significant interfer-
ence. There is one mechanism that would be unique to the
convergent arrangement, and that is antisense inhibition. In
the convergent arrangement, readthrough transcription that
extends a few hundred bases past the polyadenylation site of
one gene will begin to transcribe the antisense strand of the
other gene. Although this antisense RNA would only come
from the nascent transcript before polyadenylation, it may still
have an effect. It is also possible that the use of two nearly
identical reporter genes exacerbates the antisense effect. In the
convergent situation with two such similar genes, the
readthrough from one convergent gene into the other would
produce nascent antisense that could anneal to the mRNA of
either gene.
Our finding that the upstream gene in a tandem pair is also
subject to a suppressive influence from transcription of the
downstream gene is novel. At one site (RL6), this effect occurs
only in one orientation, implying that this suppression is not
entirely inherent in the arrangement, but is also influenced by
the genomic site. The finding of interference between diver-
gent transcription units in mammals has also not been reported
previously, although there is a report of this effect in a mam-
malian herpesvirus (5). Promoter occlusion or antisense from
readthrough transcription cannot explain suppression of diver-
gent genes or the upstream gene of a tandem pair. Suppression
could be due to changes in supercoiling caused by transcription
of the partner gene (8). Such torsional or topological effects
could be transmitted in either direction from the site of tran-
scription and therefore could be involved with any of the TI
effects documented in this report.
Another less obvious mechanism that would affect every
two-gene arrangement is suggested by recent insights into the
importance of subnuclear structure in transcriptional regula-
tion. Transcription may require formation of a large complex
including the promoter and an immobile transcription factory
(4). Formation of a promoter complex might inhibit formation
of a second promoter complex within a given physical distance,
and this would suppress expression of any two promoters in
close proximity.
These studies show that linked genes with apparently inde-
pendent regulatory elements generally suppress each other’s
expression. This view implies that transcriptional interference
can be a significant factor in determining expression levels,
both of transgenes and of genes in their normal positions in the
genome. Proximity to other genes might therefore be one im-
portant factor influencing the level of endogenous gene tran-
scription; presumably gene regulatory elements have adapted
to the influence of flanking or intermingled elements. Further
support for this hypothesis will come from studies that detail
the extent and mechanisms of transcriptional interference in
mammals.
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